General Dress Down

Ladies:
NO midriffs showing, no strapless outfits
NO inappropriate words, pictures, tobacco or alcohol advertising, or horror characters or symbols
NO tank tops, off the shoulder, sheer, or low-cut shirts
NO undergarments may show through clothing.
Flip-flops and backless shoes/sandals are OK. Boots can be worn. Hats are OK outside of building.
NO dresses, skirts, or shorts that do not follow the 2-inch fingertips-length rule.
NO yoga pants, tights or leggings. No pajamas.
Gentlemen:
NO inappropriate words, pictures, tobacco or alcohol advertising, or horror characters or symbols
NO tank tops
Flip-flops and backless shoes/sandals are OK. Boots can be worn.
NO undergarments may show through clothing.
Hats are OK outside of building.
NO “chubbies” style shorts, bathing suits, or board shorts.
Cold Weather Dress Down

Please make sure your student follows the dress-code guidelines outlined below:
1. A CCA shirt and/or sweatshirt MUST be worn with jeans or solid colored pants.
2. Pants and jeans cannot be frayed, have holes/tears anywhere in them, be over-sized or too tight.
3. NO track/sweat pants, joggers, leggings (without the uniform skirt or shorts) or yoga pants,
please.
4. Boots may be worn (heels not to exceed 2 inches).
5. Non-CCA coats and jackets including hats may be worn to school; however, your student
MUST have on a CCA shirt or sweatshirt underneath.
6. Blankets MAY NOT be used in the classroom.
7. Shorts should NOT be worn on cold weather days unless they are the regulation uniform shorts.
As a reminder, the following scarves and leggings/tights are allowed with the CCA uniform:
Scarves (solid colors only): maroon, orange, black, gray
Leggings (solid colors only): black, gray, navy
Spirit Day Dress Down
•
•
•
•

CCA shirt/sweatshirt
Blue or black jeans (no holes or frays), CCA athletic shorts (lower school students only)
Athletic shoes (no boots, sandals, crocs)
No sweatpants/track pants/joggers or shorts

**Any student that violates the dress code guidelines will be sent to CCA administration and parents may be
called.

